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Bearded Dragon Care Routine Checklist

Task Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun

Remove waste
from enclosure

Clean and refill
water bowl

Feed live food

Provide fresh food

Health Check

Equipment Check

Instructions

Remove waste
from enclosure

Collect waste from the enclosure and replace any soiled substrate. 

Clean and refill
water bowl

Discard un-used water, wash and disinfect the bowl. Place bowl back in enclosure and fill with
Reptisafe treated water (2 drops per 1 cup of tap water). 

Feed live food Discard uneaten food. Feed the lizard with gut loaded locusts / crickets, calci-worms and
occasionally wax worms.  Ensure all food is dusted with Nutrobal supplement (1 pinch per 25

crickets). 

Provide fresh food Place clean bowl of veggies in the cage and remove it at end of day.

Health Check Eyes should be clear and open. Dragon should be alert. Check mouth and nose for any discharge.
Check toes and nails are clean and without excess skin. 

Equipment Check Ensure UV lighting and heat lamp are fully functional. Check the temperature readings ensuring
that the probe is in the correct location within the vivarium (in the basking spot). The basking spot

should be between 38-40 C and the other side of the tank should be cooler.

    
Feeding Information

• 50% - Insects pre-fed and gut loaded consisting of crickets, mealworms, wax worms and occasional a pinky 
mouse. Use Bug Grub to gut load – read instructions on container. Ensure live food has access to Bug Gel).

• 30% - green vegetables rich with calcium example alfalfa, collard greens, mustard greens, dandelions, spinach 
greens, cabbage, broccoli and green beans.

• 10% - other vegetable example zucchini, bell peppers, grated carrots, tomatoes and sprouts.

• 10% -  other foods example bread, cereal and commercial bearded dragon food.

Adults can be fed once per day and juveniles twice daily. Young dragon’s vegetables should be chopped in smaller pieces 
and given smaller insects so they can be eaten easily. 

Handling Information

Bearded Dragons should be taken out of it’s cage regularly ensuring that the environment is safe. When handling use F10 
hand scrub before and after.  Allow the bearded dragon to bask in the natural sunlight. 
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Bearded Dragon Weekly Routine

1. Bathe in Reptisafe treated water at temperature between 30 – 32°C for at least 15 to 20 minutes. Use thermometer to 
check the temperature and remove and replace water as it is getting cold. The water should be no deeper than the knees, if
any higher closely observe the dragon at all times, ensuring water does not enter into ears (base of head). Gentle splash 
our pour the water down back and tail avoiding eyes, ears and nose. Use soft towel or kitchen roll to gently pat the dragon
dry. 

2. Clean the enclosure thoroughly, clean all the items like branches and rocks and also the surroundings of the cage 
including the underside, glass and back of the tank. Use reptile safe disinfect and follow the instructions on the bottle.

3. Check the dragon’s weight an update the Animal List spreadsheet and note any additional findings – change of health 
etc..  

4. Check the skin by attempting to touch and pull up the dragon’s skin, it should return into place if fully hydrated. There 
should be no sores, burns, patches or cuts. The skin should appear and feel health if well hydrated.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

1. Bathe 

2. Clean enclosure

3. Check and record weight

4. Check skin

Bearded Dragon Annual Routine

Visit veterinarian. Take the bearded dragon with fresh samples of faeces to check for any parasites or diseases. Update the
Animal List Spreadsheet with outcome. 

Date of last vet visit: ________________________

Additional Notes /Commentary – Please Date and Initial 


